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GREETINGS! 

Thank you for your purchase of this NEOGEO 
POCKET software cartridge. Before you begin, be 
sure to read through this user's manual and learn 
how to play the game properly for expanded 
entertainment, Keep this user's manual in a safe 
place, 

(© The information inthis user's manual is stil being developed. 
Please pardon any discrepancies that may exist with the 
‘specications ofthis product such as game screens, etc 
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‘This game is a one-on-one card battle featuring the 
long-awaited duel between SNK & CAPCOM's most 
popular characters, 

‘Two players square off against each ather with decks 
they've arranged themselves. You win by reducing your 
‘opponent's hit points (HP) to zero; or, if no cards remain 
in your pile at the beginning of a turn, you lose. 

(renw per
TONS) 

@deck 
A pile of 50 cards you use in games. You can arrange 
decks as you please, but you're only allowed 3 of the 
‘same card in a deck. When playing a game forthe first 
time, you must use the pre-arranged Starter Deck. 

exp 
Represents Life Power. This value changes 
according to conditions during game play. 

@Turn 
‘The time during which players are allowed to pick 
cards, make attacks, use Abilities, etc. 

@Pile 
A deck shuffled at the start of each game. At the 
beginning of your turn when you pick a card, you 
always pick the top-most card from the pile. 

(@_STORY.&.. HEROES 
‘The world has been struck wth “SC Card Fighters’ Clash 
fever after Company Sand C joint released tis popuar 
geme. in every nation and continent, players obsessed with 
collecting al cards gather day and night to compete. 
inthe midst of his maria, the companies have opened an 
offical tournament, "SC Card Fighters’ Cash." From 
experienced players tonovies, all have joined and are 
playing to win Wel then, ae you ready forthe challenge? 

=A Female 
) djenat A simplefbut}passjenale A highjspited young lady 

She Idvss}herleards and 
is a playey to Rexstoned 

card game novice.|—\ 
An emgfignalland intense 



Commands in this game consist of the following, 
JOYSTICK (OPTION BUTTON 

| 

Nee ne cael’ 
‘ABUTTON 
8 BUTTON 

JOYSTICK 
‘Moves cursor/Moves player characters 
A.BUTTON: 
Confirms item, command, card, conversation selections/ 
Sends messages/Moves game action along 

B BUTTON’ 
Cancels item, command, card selections/Sends messages/Returns 

10 pravious screen or previous command 
OPTION BUTTON 
Calls up Option Menu/Rearranges cards/Speeds up cursor 
‘movement/Calls up Card Data/Calls up Deck List 

‘S:Move the Joystick while pushing the B button to run around 
‘map sereens and use short cuts onthe Battle screen. 
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i «A 
Push the A button when the 
Title screen appears after the 
Opening Demo. Choose 1 of the 
3 menus from the Start screen 
and push the A button. 
a 
Continue 
Lets you begin play from where the game was saved. When 
no game data has been saved, this menu will not appear. 

we 
New Game 
Lets you start a game from the beginning. Players 
first select either a male or female character (hero) 
and enter a name. Input names by moving the 
Joystick to a letter and pressing the A button to 
confirm your choice. If you make a mistake, push the 
B button to erase a letter at a time and input letters 
again. Select "END" when you complete a name and 
push the A button. 

ae 
Rules 
Choose either "PLAY" or "TERMS" to see card game 
rules or explanations of terms used during game 
play 
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@Character Card (hereafter, CHA CARD) :The key card 
In bates. Lets you use attacks and Abilities during play. 

@Action Card (hereafter, AC CARD):An indispensable 
‘supplementary card to move game action to your favor. 

@Ring :The playing field wherein characters engage in battle. 
@Hand The cards you and your opponent curently hold. First § 

cards are allotted, and whenever your turn comes you can add 1 3 Card nan 
‘more card to your hand. There's no limit to the number of cards Ability BP 
You can hold ina hand. SP 

@Discards :Cards that have been used. These consist of used 
‘AC Cards and KO'd CHA Cards, 

@P :An abbreviation for Battle Points, this value represents both 
a character's attack strength and life energy. 

@SP::An abbreviation for Soul Points, these are spent when AC 
cards and Union Attacks are used. Only the inereased values of 
SP for characters inthe ring is accumulated together 

(@ Freeze :An unusual status into which a character falls after an 
tack. In this status, the character cannot do anything, I's 

canceled atthe beginning of your next turn, 
@ Ability :A period in which the special powers a particular character 

Possesses ate summoned up, and these Ablities are displayed 
withthe following symbols according to thelr types-, and 

Freezes a character when used 
Automatica activles when a character appears inthe ing 
The effects ofthis Abilty basically last as long as the 
character appears inthe ring 

aa 
Character 
picture 
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i] Remember me When yo 
Play cards againt a 
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When placed in the ring these cards can do things ike increase 
‘characters’ BP or restore your HP, As long as SP permits, you can 
Use as many of these cards during a turn as you want. 

Card illustration 

Card name 

Card type 
‘Shows the type of card as 
"ACTION" 

SP cost 
Shows SP needed/spent with 
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| CARDGAME FLOW 
(T\ARRANGE DECK 

‘Arrange the deck you'l use In battles. One deck consists of 50 
cards, and you can only use up to 3 ofthe same card in a deck. 
[Arranging the deck is explained in detail on pp. 28 -25, 

2 raw 5 cards from the deck for your hand, 
When the deck is shutfied, § cards are automatically dealt 
to your hand, and the remaining cards become the ple. 

(3 choose First, Second Player — 
The order of player turns is determined randomly 



carter 

a 
Follow steps (a) through (d) to complete your turn. 

Cancel Freeze of your characters 
Cancel Freeze of all your characters. But i's not 
applied just after a game is started because no 
characters have yet been placed in the ring, 
Draw Card 
Acard is automatically drawn from your pli. At this 
time, if there ae no cards remaining inthe pile, you lose. 
Main Turn 
Select trom the & following steps in any order you please 

© Put character(s in the ring (1 per turn 
You ean choose 1 character from your hand and 
put him in the ring. Those just placed in the ring 
cannot attack or use @ Ability until the next turn. 

@ Use Back-Up Character (1 cha 
Characters just put in the ring or in Freeze 
Phase cannot perform Back-Up attacks 

Puts a character in Freeze Phase when used. 
Characters just appearing in the ring or those in 
Freeze Phase cannot use this Ability. 

S| 

aviator 
Attack 
‘There ae two types of character attacks, the *SINGLE® and 
*UNION" attacks (See pp.t7-18 for details.) Attack 
‘character/layer, and when there is no Counter, the enemy's 
HP is reduced by the amount of the attacking character's BP. 
However, characters just appearing in the ring and those in 
Freeze Phase cannot attack. Moreover, it automatically 
becomes the opponent's turn after attacks. During tis time, 
the attacking characteris putin Freeze Phase, and basical 
cannot be used until the beginning ofthe next tur, 

‘S\oppotient’s Turn 
During your opponent's turn, you can use @ Counter when 
you or your characters are attacked. A Counter means that 
your characters can protect you from an opponent's attack 
(see p, 19). However, only 1 character (not in Freeze Phase), 
‘can Counter an attacking player or group using a Union 
Attack. When you don't accept battle, your HP decreases. 

Continue to battle it out, and when either of the 
player's HP reaches "0," or there are no more cards 
to draw from a pile (no cards remain), the game ends. 



Battles are mainly played using this screen in SINGLE 
(Single-player) and VS MODE (2-player) battles, 

aad E © | Ring to put cards: 
Player name Current HP Current SP 

EERE cas) sett window 
You can select 1 of these 6 commands, "HAND, 
"SEARCH," “INFO,” "ATTACK," "ABILITY," and "END, 

Choose one of the commands below that you want to 
activate during your turn. 
Hand 

Select how to use your hand cards. If 
using a CHA Card, choose a character 
card from your hand and when the 
character is put in the ring, select 
USE" and decide where to place the 

card, When you want to see character 
data, select "DATA" Also, you can 
push the OPTION button to rearrange 
your cards 
‘Search 
Lets you examine the ring situation. Choose from the 4 
following sub-commands, 
RING CHA Displays the number of character cards in 

hands and piles for you and your opponent. 
STATUS Shows the number of cards in your 

‘and your opponent's hands and piles. 
YOUR DISCARDS ~-- Shows cards you've discarded. 
ENEMY DISCARDS ~- Shows cards opponent has discarded. 
Info) 

Explains terms that appear during game play. Shows 
the definitions of the terms you select. 



‘attack 
Use characters in your ring to attack your opponent (characters 
Just appearing inthe ring or in Freeze Phase cannot be used), 
Select a character that can attack and choose among "SINGLE, 
"UNION 1(uses 5 SP)" and "UNION 2 (uses 10 SP)" attacks. 
When there are numerous attacking characters, you can choose 
to have all characters attack or only selected characters attack. 
Aer attacks, the other player's turn begins automatically 

ability 

You can use a CAbity of chargers 
sppauing ie the og: (Charcas_at 
tppating in the ving on Freeze Phase 
camel be used) Sethe charac vhose 
Abit you want o use. Note tht cen 
ehuatr Abies require you te sac | 
target character toat 
2 
End 

Ends your turn, 
‘Once you choose this command, you eannot cance its selection 
*Push the OPTION button to make the cursor jump to “END, and 

push ita second time to end the turn. 

‘Attacks can be made using characters in the 
ting who are able to attack. Among attacks thee 
are the "SINGLE" attack in which one character 
tacks a tine, and two types of "UNION (3° 
CONSUMING)" stacks, wherein 2 number of 
characters atlack at once. Characters who lose 
attacks become discards, Als, you can use up 
03 cards simultaneous for Single attacks, 

aay 
Calculating Wins/Losses 

A. simple subtraction of BP is made between attacking and counter- 
attacking characters 
When the attacking character's BP is 500 and the counter-attacking 
(COUNTER) character's BP Is 300, the attacking character's BP 
becomes 500-200, or 200 BP, 
The counter-attacking characteris KO'd and placed inthe Discard pile. 

Can you win against me? 
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A Union Attack isa powerful attack that uses a certain amount of SP whi 
inflting the enemy with Pierce Damage when a umber of your cha 
who are able to attack are inthe rng, Union Attacks require and use § SP 
{or twocharactr unions and 10 SP for threecharacter union, 

- Pierce Damage Example 
A.Union Attack consisting of 

1) First, in the Sasquatch vs. Dalmon attack, with 400 BP against 500 
BP, Daimon wins, Daimon's final BP is calculated as $00-400 = 100, 

2) In the ensuing attack between Zangief and Daimon, with 700 vs 100 
‘BP, Zangief wins, and his BP is calculated as 700-100 = 600 BP. 

3) Zangief's remaining BP is 600, but this value Is subtracted 
from the opponent's HP. 

~ “Advice on Union tacks 
During Union Attacks, CAblities are nullified, For 
example, although Heldern has the ablity to steal a 
maximum of & SP from opponents, in Union Attacks 

on If he inflicts Plerce Damage, Heldern cannot steal 
SP from opponents 

18 

You can block an opponent's character's attack using one of your 
characters. A Counter can even be made by chart 
Into the 

<Using Counters. 
Becomes a battle between character players. 
When not using & Counter, or when your character's not inthe rng 
Enemy's attack hits your HP, and your HP decreases. 

(WARNING! 
‘Characters in Freeze Phase cannat be used for a Counter 
‘Only one character can be used to counter-attack an opponent's 
Single attack or mutt: character Union attack 

~ Counter Commands 
During baties when your opponent attacks, the three 
commands below appear on the screen. Choose any 
one ofthese to respond to your opponent's attacks, 
Counter ‘Counterattack the opponent. Choose the Counter 

charac andthe opponents charac 
(Wo Counter Do nt ight back. Your HP al acording tthe 

BP arene of your opponent tack 
@Ring CHA Search character's BP and Abilities. 



By matching up specific characters with those in the ring, you can 
uniformly increase BP by 300, and this is called a "Back-Up." Back-ups 
can be performed on characters inthe ring, but is restricted to those 
characters who have not just entered inthe ring and are notin Freeze 
Phase 

"ation betwen Back Up characters and Backed Up characters 
Characters able to provide back-up (compatible characters) are pre- 
determined for each character, and alist of compatible characters can be 
seen withthe Card Data screen, Use the "SEARCH" command. 
When ares are marked wit a" symbol nthe lit, this means i i's an 
‘SNK character hefshe can receive back-up rom a CAPCOM character; and 
itits a CAPCOM character helshe can get backup from an SNK character. 

{WARNING} 
Compatible cheracters fundamentally back each other up, 
bbut there are exceptions among certain combinations. 
(FOR EXAMPLE: Ryo & Yuri's Case) 
Ryo can back up Yuri, but Yuri cannot back up Ryo. 
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BACK-UP COMMANDS 
When characters able to back-up are in your hand, selec thal character card, 
mach the cursor to the character you want a give back-up to and push the 
button Backup wit be 

{WARNING} 
Back-ups can be used once per turn, 
‘The character getting back-up does not enter Freeze 
Phase, and can use attacks and Abilities. 
‘When the character getting back-up is KO'd, the back-up 
characteris also KO'd 
‘The back-up character's Abilly and SP are disregarded in gameplay 
The character used for back-up is limited to 1 card of 1 
type. (Although exceptions do exist.) 

to andthe character willbe powered up 



Push the OPTION button when the Map screen is shown 
to call up the Option menu. Choose the necessary 
‘menu to respond to the current situation, 
pat 
STATUS 

Check a player's game records, playing time, number of 
coins possessed, etc. 
P 
CARD) 

With the Card menu screen, you can check the number 
of cards you have and arrange your deck. See p. 23. 
= 
SAVE 

Saves current game conditions. When you select "YES" 
in response to the “SAVE DATA" message, data is 
saved. Only one game can be saved at a time. 
Before new game data is saved, previous data 
automatically deleted, 
~ 
MESSAGE 

You can set the speed messages are displayed at one 
of three speeds --"SLOW," "NORMAL," or "FAST. 
“ 
VS MODE 

Lets you play VS Mode games and trade cards with other 
players, See pp. 29 to 32 

When you select "CARD" from the Option menu, the 
Card Menu screen is called up. Here you can select 1 of 
4 card menus. Select them according to your purpose. 
= 
Arrange Deck 

You can change the contents of your 
deck. Select the deck you want to 
rearrange or the "NEW DECK" 
message. See pp. 24 to 25, 
a eae ee | Card Album 

Lets you see catds you've collected so far and lets you see card 
introductions. Because card names and their numbers ere displayed by 
ach of the three types ~ SNK Character Cards, CAPCOM Character 
Cards, and. AC Cards ~ select the type of cards you want 1o see by 
moving the joystick right and lett, Next, turn pages by moving the 
joystick right and left. Select cards by moving the joystick up and down 
8nd push the A button to see the card's information. When you want to 
change the typeof cards, push the 8 button 
a 
Game Deck 

Selet the deck you want tous ina game from numerous decks, 
Deck Name 

Lets you name a new deck or change the name of a 
previously created deck. Choose a deck and enter a 
name. You can input deck names using the same 
‘methods you used when you input player names. 



When you select "ARRANGE DECK" from the card je 
‘menu, you can arrange decks as you like. 

hes you choose "NEW DECK’, slet wheter you wil arang the deck 
analy (MANUAL orate (ATO) etree Deck range sren pers. 

ey, drop that bade! 

Fis, choose te card type moing the joystick 
fight o et, When you decide on the type tun 
ges by moving the joystick right or fet and 
move the joystick up or coun to select a card, f 
When you decid on a card the card ame wil 
flesh so move the joystick again, select the f 

of cards, end push the A buton to ME 
anti slacton (upto 8 ofthe same card can be sled. Repeat these 
¢ornmands ad when you nish ranging the dec, push the B baton, 

3 types of commands ~ "SAVE," "TOSS," and "EN 
will be displayed, select "SAVE" and push the A 
button. When arranging a new deck, after selecting 
"SAVE" and pushing the A button, enter the name of 
the deck. When you want to rearrange all decks, select 
"TOSS," oF “END" to stop rearranging decks. 
atc he cursor tothe typeof ard and push the OPTION button to ee st 

‘of dec contents. Esch ln you push the OPTION button whe the deck 
conten list is displayed, you can sch bebvan BP and SP by moving the 
Joystk gt ore and change tees forthe number lars, 
When you match the cursor to a particular card and push 
the OPTION button, you can see that card's information. 



Excopt for those inthe Starter Deck (the deck you began play with), 
cards can be obtained by winning games. You ean also find cards in 
various scenes throughout the game. In addition to this, you can also 
get cards by trading them throughout the game or exchanging them in 
VS Mode. There's total of 300 cars that canbe obtained inthe game, 
‘0 gather as many cards to complete your deck of invincbity! 

CARD RARITY 

Certain levels of Rarity are determined for each card. 
‘The order of Rarity from the lowest (easiest to get) to 
the highest Is D, C, 8, A, and S; and Rarity A and S 
cards are no picnic to obtain, Aim tor high Rarity 
when you trade cards. 

“CARD TRADING MACHINE 
lt won't do much good if you have the same kind of cards in 
your decks, In this case, it's a good idea to use the Card 
Trading Machine. Gather up cards you won't use, and put them 
In the trading machine to exchange them with 1. randomly 
selected card. However you may get a valuable card, also you 
‘may get the same card you putin, Also, when cards appear 
from the trading machine, note that all content data is 
‘automatically saved (updated) to that point. You need 10 cards 
of Rarity D or § cards of Rarity Cfor trading 

USING TRADING MACHINES 
First, select the Rarity of the cards you want to insert into the 
‘machine and choose the required number of cards, When you 
finish selecting all cards, a message will confirm whether you 
want to put them into the machine. If you select "YES," 1 
randomly selected card will appear trom the machine, 



VS MODE 

You'll find shops that will trade Use the NEOGEO POCKET LINK CABLE (sold separately) o play VS 
cards for you during game play. Mode games and trade cards with other NEOGEO POCKET owners 
You can trade 3 cards of the ‘The use of this mode is explained below. When using VS Mode, 
same Rarity or greater with 1 you'll need to prepare and properly connect 1 NEOGEO POCKET 
card in the trading shop. LINK CABLE, 2 "SNK VS. CAPCOM CARD FIGHTERS’ CLASH’ 
Also, you can get rare cards sg software cartridges (using SNK with CAPCOM versions is OK), and 2 
that you'll only obtain by trading NEOGEO POCKET COLOR or NEOGEO POCKET units together. 

ep ennogal _ VSMODEMENU 
{USING TRADING SHOPS~ Select “VS MODE" from the Option menu to cll up When the Card List screen is displayed first, select tai hi ses naa neat oe restive teont 

the card you want. Select "DATA" to view the care's activate 
information, and when you've decided to trade, select eh “ ifs you play 2 player games DECIDE When you, eubsddlrity sale carde, ta yous Sevecgenee 
confirm whether you want to trade. if you select Oe een entey 
"YE SpptEnraste las Diuoee, : Lets you get a card from another 

‘ NEOGEO POCKET owner, 
a Lets you send Card Album data (*) to 

a WN "The Mateh ofthe Millennium.*(2) 
HE MATCH OF THE MILLENNIUM i a separately 

Sold fighting game tte n the SNK VS. CAPCOM 
series, scheduled for release in December, 1999, 

1 When using "POCKET LINK."one player must have a 
HE MATCH OF THE MILLENNIUM software cartridge 

Inserted into the NEOGEO POCKETICOLOR unit. 

ut 
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BEGINNING VS MODE GAMES 
“Tiopening the Link 

First, both players must select "VS MODE" from the 
Link menu and answer "YES" to the question asking 
whether it's okay to save game data after a VS MODE 
game, After this, both players must select the Link 
cable and either of the players must press the A 
button to open the communication link. 

Before beginning VS Mode battles, you can determine 
rules for the game. Select 1 of the 3 formats below. 

~The winner gets 1 card selected randomly. 
The loser gots and loses nothing 

"Each player selects 1 of their cards before a game. 
The loser's selected card is taken by the winner. 

"~The loser has 1 card trom his deck used in the 
‘game taken by the winner, 
‘The card is randomly selected. 

3 Setting Handicaps — 
Players choose whether to set @ handicap. When a handicap is 
selected, the CPU automatically calculates handicaps within both 
decks and the game begins. When a handicap Is not selected, the 

‘game begins after the selection of HP is made, 

\GAINK:CARD-TRADES) © 

‘When giving cards to another player, select "GIVE 
CARD" from the Card menu. You can select up to 6 
types of cards (594 cards) to give away. When you've 
finished choosing cards, push the B button to call up 
the "GIVE" and "END" commands, and select "GIVE" 
After this, select the Link Cable to send cards to 
another player. 

"Getting Cards from Another Player _ 
To get cards from another player, choose "GET CARD: 
from the Card menu. Select the Link Cable to receive 
other player's cards. 

"Sending data to "THE MATCH OF THE MILLENNIUM" 
You can send Card Album data (te album completion 
percentage) to “THE MATCH OF THE MILLENNIU 
Select "POCKET LINK’ from the Card menu. Just wait 
and see what hapoens when you send this dat! 



In *SINGLE*-play games only, when you turn off the power switch 
during a game, you can resume play trom the beginning of that 
turn, However, when batteries run out and the AC adapter is 
unplugged and power Is cut of, the game cannot be restored, 

"RESTORING DATA 
DTurn the power switch off during a game to finish 
play (with the cartridge still inserted in the unit) 

2When turning the power on again, select whether to 
continue play from the game data. 
@wnen you select "YES," play resumes trom the 

beginning ofthe turn in which power was cut of. 
‘@ ven you selet°NO," action begin from the game's opening 

Be aware that even when the power is turned off 
during @ game, when you remove the software 
cartridge once, there are times games cannot be 
restored when the unit is turned on again. 
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MANUAL Use O) to flip pages or pan, to zoom, CB) to go back 


